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TOURISM

Cuba: Increasingly Preferred Destination for Canadian Tourists
By special correspondent, MoisésP.MOK
With this objective in mind, the Cuban tourism Office
in Toronto, which covers 9 of Canada’s 10 provinces and
three territories, is planning increased participation
in more than 60 fairs over the course of the year and
the organization of a greater number of product
presentations and training seminars.
Govea said that an increase of this magnitude requires,
above all, diversification of market segments and the
geographical regions that we focus on. He stressed that
this is where the real scope for growth lies, in addition to
captivating a greater number of tourists from the west
coast.
In this way, wedding package trips show increasing
and encouraging degrees of acceptance by Canadian
travelers which, because they generally involve groups of
people, give rise to increased numbers of visitors and also
contribute to combating seasonality.
Historically considered to be the main emissary of
tourists to Cuba, the Canadian market contributed a total
in 2008 of 818,246 arrivals, rising to 914,884 in 2009 and
again to 945,248 by 2010.
In 2011 Canada surpassed the one million barrier with
1, 002, 318 tourists entering Cuba, and the following year
this number rose again to 1,071, 696.
The number of Canadian visitors for 2013 was
1,105,729 and the total for 2014 was 1,175,077,
representing well in excess of one third of all foreign
visitors to the Cuban archipelago.

Eloy Govea, director
of the Cuban Tourism
Office in Toronto
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TORONTO._ If market trends maintain their course of the
past seven years, Cuba is set to become, within a relatively
short time frame, the second choice vacation destination
for Canadian tourists.
Eloy Govea, director of the Cuban Tourism Office in
Toronto, supported this prognosis in comments to The
Havana Reporter about preliminary results indicating that
905,525 Canadians have already traveled to the
Caribbean island this year.
He explained that this figure accounted for 41% of
all arrivals in Cuba, an affirmation of the importance of a
market that since 2011 has surpassed the million tourists
per annum mark and is, by far, the single biggest source of
tourism to our country.
According to Govea, the notable increase registered
during the first seven months of this year is in the first
instance cyclical, but nonetheless a significant indicator of
an opinion matrix that gives rise to the desire to visit Cuba
before the expected boom in U.S. tourists materializes.
He added that the fact that there are 30 cities in
Canada with direct flights to Cuba is also a positive factor
as it is a baseline that guarantees the availability of more
than one million seats annually.
The correct balance between product quality, available
services, prices and very competitive rates also rank highly
among factors contributing to the continuous growth
in the numbers of Canadian tourists to Cuba, which
presently ranks third in their preferred world destinations.

He said that only two countries surpass Cuba; the
U.S., visited by 23,000,000 Canadians each year and
Mexico, visited by around 1,500,000, meaning that it is not
unreasonable for Cuba to aspire to move up to second
place over the coming years.
He added that Cuba had particular attributes that
supported the attainment of that goal; the safety factor,
the courtesy, friendliness and educational level of the
people – which he emphasized as undoubtedly the
principal element – and flight times of barely three and a
half hours to travel to high quality beaches.
Last year more than 1,175,000 Canadians visited Cuba
and the figures for the close of this year, with a drop in the
value of the local dollar, could show a rise of up to 10%.

Gaviota Flies High Over Havana
By GabrielANTÚNEZ

HAVANA._ Positioning Havana among
the prime urban tourist destinations in
the Caribbean is one of the aims of the
tourist group Gaviota, an institution
founded 27 years ago, leader of the
hotel industry in Cuba with some 24,000
rooms in use.
At present close to 1,300 rooms are
being used in the Cuban capital. Gaviota
will add some 717 rooms with the
opening of three new facilities, all with
privileged locations.
The first which will open its doors will
be a hotel of 246 rooms which will take
the place of what was known before
as Manzana de Gómez, nestled in the
fabulous surroundings of the Parque
Central (Central Park). According to the
group’s development projections it will

open between 2015 and 2017, and is
predicted to open next year.
Meanwhile, very close to where the
city holds its most well-known symbol
El Morro, the company plan to open
two other hotels in 2017, one which
will be built in Prado and Malecón
with 210 rooms and the other which
will be named the Packard hotel, with
261 rooms.
Today, the tourist group Gaviota
have six hotel establishments in the
Cuban capital: Quinta Avenida Habana,
a 5-star hotel with 186 rooms; the H10
Habana panorama (317 rooms) and the
Memories Miramar Habana (427 rooms),
both of which have 4 stars.
Gaviota also own Memories Miramar
Montehabana (164 rooms), and the
hotels El bosque (62 rooms) and Kohly
(136 rooms), which all have 3 stars.
PROJECTS IN REALIZATION
Gaviota’s

projectional

development
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seems to also add to their offer of
accommodation between 2015 and
2016, almost 14,000 new hotel rooms
in Havana, Varadero, Los Cayos de Villa
Clara, Ciego de Ávila and Camagüey; as
well as the planned growth for Eastern
Cuba – namely Holguín and Baracoa.
For this year the opening of four new
buildings is expected, three of which will
be located in Cayo Santa María, in the
north of the province of Villa Clara, and
the fourth in Varadero, the main sun and
beach destination on the island.
In the case of Cayo Santa María and Cayo
Las Brujas, from 2015 to 2017, 2,736 rooms
should be finalized, in such a way that from
that time on, more than 12, 800 hotel rooms
will be in use in the Cayos of Villa Clara. In
this way, this figure shows practically all of
its developmental potential.
By 2016, 1, 613 new rooms should be
completed in Varadero, with two hotels
being built on Las Conchas beach and
the third planned to be constructed in
Cayo Buba.

.

.

Similarly, in the Marina Gaviota
Varadero, considered to be the
most important marina of all the
Caribbean islands, work continues,
and there are advances in the
opening of a new commercial zone
and new apartments.
The tourism group Gaviota was
created on January 20, 1988 and it was
established as a Trading Corporation on
May 22, 1990.
At present it is considered to be
the leading tourist company in Cuba
and it counts on the most active
investment planning and expansion
of high quality products.
Around 85% of the company’s 24,000
rooms are run by foreign hotel chains
among which are found, the Accor group,
Blau Hotels and Resorts, Blue Diamond
Hotel and Resorts, Bayan Tree, Hotusa,
H10 Hotels, Iberostar Hotels & Resorts
Español, Meliá Hotels & Resorts, Pestana
Hotels and Resorts, Valentin Hotels y
Warwick International Hotels.

.

.
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Women Play Lead Role in Cuban Society

HAVANA._ Cuban women fully participate in all aspects
of the social, economic and political life of the island,
something for which they are recognized as a leading
and decisive force in the projects and aspirations of
their nation.
This reality is directly attributable to social justice
processes initiated following the triumph of the Cuban
Revolution on the January 1, 1959, which took up the
cause of women in their claim for full integration into the
broadest of societal sectors.
From the very first day, Fidel Castro, historic leader of
the Cuban Revolution, recognized in Santiago de Cuba
that “women represent an element within our country
that must also be compensated, because they have been
victimized in the workplace and other aspects of life”.
This position regarding the situation of women
is an indication of the priority attached to the issue in
the Revolution’s earliest programs, reinforced in August
1960 by the creation of the Federation of Cuban Women.
With present membership of in excess of four
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By JorgeHERNÁNDEZ

million women, this organization develops policies and
programs in pursuit of full equality for women in all
strands of society.
In general, the revolutionary government is
supportive from an institutional, legal and moral
perspective of the vision of emancipated womanhood
and the defense of women’s rights. It also supports
and promotes empowerment and the participation of
women atall levels in the nation’s most important works
and responsibilities.
Statistics do not deceive, and in this instance
demonstrate the notable and relevant degrees of
participation attained by Cuban women, a status
that has been recognized by the U.N. and at highest
international levels.
Official data reveals that women make up 65.6% of
the professional and technically qualified in Cuba, 62.8%
of all university graduates, 70.5% of the education sector
labor force, 69.7% in public health and 53.3% in the area
of science, technology and innovation.
The Cuban parliament ranks fourth in the world;
48.5%; of seats are occupied by women as are 66.6%

of places on the legislatures management body. In
this regard there is also a parliamentary Commission
for Attention to Children, Youth and Women’s
Rights which deals with, among other things, issues
concerning women.
It can be added to the above that giving women
access to higher levels of management constitutes one
of the priorities within the national policy of reaching
gender equality, as reaffirmed during the most recent
session of the People Power’s National Assembly.
A sustained strategy in this regard can be seen
at highest levels of the Executive; 13 of 31 (41.9%) of
Council of State members are women, as are 2 of 5 (40%)
vice-presidents, 8 of whom as Council of State members,
hold government positions.
It is also worth mentioning that Cuba was the first
country to sign, and the second to ratify the Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women.
Amongst the nation’s most recognized achievements
in this area are the protection of reproductive and
sexual rights, access to health and education services,
social security, employment, technical and professional
training and the right to choose and be chosen.
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Japanese Shadow Theater in Havana
By MarthaSÁNCHEZ
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The performance in Cuba by
the Japanese Kageboushi
theater of human shadows
company
illustrated
an
abundance of values, such as
gratitude, sacrifice, courage,
and respect for our elders.
If the artistic content was
visually most impressive,
the messages transmitted
through the tales which
were universally grasped by
audiences, regardless of age
nationality or background,
are also worthy of acclaim.
One of the techniques
utilized by the theater
company: a combination of
puppetry and lights meant
that two children‘s fables, The
Grateful Stork and The Mochi
Tree could be appreciated
during early August at
the National Theater in
Havana. Both displayed a
splendid synchronization of
light, music and chromatic
beauty created by the
combination of traditional
Japanese performance arts
and pioneering multimedia
applications.
Through the use of a visual
spectacle, this theatrical
media endeavors to balance
light and sound to transmit
feelings of love, courage and
compassion in a whirlwind of
emotions, known in Japanese
as ‘wa’- the harmony which
characterizes the national
essence of the country.
The third story entitled
“Hands up who wants to have
fun” provided the audience
with magical scenes of easily
recognizable
figures
and
images created through the
use of the performing artists’
bodies.
Ostriches,
elephants,
monkeys, giraffes, octopuses,
squid, crab, eyes with moving
pupils, volcanoes, trees and
ninjas all appeared and
disappeared with fluidity
and grace.
The interactions between
the artists were really gentle
in nature, illustrations of the
rewards of complementarity,
in other words, the essential
teamwork
required
in
collaborative theater.
The ballet-loving Cuban
public gave an enthusiastic
standing ovation to one
dancer who transformed
herself into a swan in time to
music composed by Camille
Saint-Sans in order to exhibit

the nature of this mythical
creature, and later Michel
Fokine turned into a jewel
of dance.
The artistic techniques
employed by the theater
of shadows explored three
axioms. The first of which
warned, as outlined by
their Japanese presenter,
that “shadows are alive”.
The second showed the
universality
of
body
language, so dominant
that the absent words are
not missed.
The third was a trick, tried
in battle, by Renaissance
painters, by impressionists,
by
the
world’s
best
exponents of theater, and
throughout every chapter
of art’s history since ancient
times that undoubtedly the
eye only beholds what it
wishes to see.
The vast expanse from
there to reality is exactly
what is most enchanting
about the style of theater
performed by the now
47-year old Kageboushi
company, one of Japan’s
most famous and renowned
companies known to be
cultural ambassadors of
their nation.
The Covarrubias Hall
of the National Theater
could not accommodate all
wanting to see the show.
Even with many standing or
seated on the floor, in excess
of 200 could not be admitted.
The tradition of silhouette
and shadow theater in
Japan dates back to the Edo
Period of the XVII and XIX
centuries and records show
that revolving lamps and
multi-positioned hands were
first used to create shadows
depicting diverse objects
and animals.
In the Japanese language,
‘Kageboushi’ actually means
silhouette. The group will,
as part of a friendship year
between Japan and the
Central American Integration
System (SICA), tour seven
Central American nations
this summer.
While
visiting
the
continent, the company
traveled to Cuba to share
their wonderful show in
Havana, totally free of charge
to the public, as a gift to
the Caribbean island by the
Asiatic nation’s embassy.
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French Company Evaluates Cuban Vaccine Against Chronic Hepatitis B
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By AlfredoBOADA

HAVANA._ HeberNasvac®, the new Cuban
vaccine for the treatment of Chronic
Hepatitis B created by scientists from
the Centre of Genetic Engineering and
Biotechnology (CIGB in Spanish), is going
through the process of clinical evaluation
in eight Asian countries in alliance with the
French company Abivax.
For some time, researchers from the
West Indies have been performing clinical
trials to evaluate the security and efficiency
of this new product.
Iris Lugo Carro, who is in charge of the

CIGB Communication and Image group
explained to The Havana Reporter that
the clinical trial undertaken in alliance
with Abivax under the code ABX 203,
involves around 230 patients and 5
clinical locations.
Lugo said that to date the study
has been approved by the regulatory
authorities in Australia, New Zealand,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, the Phillipines and Thailand.
The clinical protocol was designed
by experts of the highest scientific level
contracted by Abivax, in collaboration
with Cuban specialists. The trial is in
progress in the mentioned region of the
world considered to be among the most
affected by the virus.
The chronic hepatic illness provoked by
the Hepatitis B virus is one of the principle
causes of liver cancer, hepatic cirrhosis and
other problems such as ascites, esophageal
varices and splenomegaly, which all bring
with them high health costs.
The World Organization of Health
estimate that the annual number of
deaths caused by the hepatitis B infection
is close to one million. It is considered that
approximately 300 to 500 million people
are chronic carriers of the virus and around

400,000 people die every day because of it.
In the new therapeutic proposal, the
surface antigen and the nucleocapsid of
the hepatitis B virus are combined: two
proteins recombined and produced by
the CIGB. In preparation, it is administered
nasally and subcutaneously, provoking
fewer adverse reactions and a higher
antiviral efficiency than the current
existing treatments for this illness.
Meanwhile, a second clinical trial
is being developed in Cuba with the
participation of the Ministry of Public
Health, with the objective of optimizing
the scheme of treatment and the routes of
administration of the product.
The investigation is being carried out
in 13 clinical locations found troughout
the country, and 160 Cuban patients will
benefit from this same investigation. At
present the trial is in the draft phase with a
group of patients with chronic hepatitis B.
The Genetic Engineering and
Biotechnology
centre
expect
HeberNasvac® to start being used in Cuba
in 2016, after obtaining approval from the
Health Register which gives consent to
the State Control of Medicine and Medical
devices centre (CECMED in Spanish).
The new therapeutic vaccine is

endorsed by patents conceived in
demanding markets and supported by
more than 20 scientific publications of
Cuban researchers in alliance with: the
Japanese University Ehime, The Liver
Foundation, the Society for Liver Studies in
Bangladesh, the Pasteur Institute in France,
the Scientific Investigations Institute in
Venezuela and the University of Hanover
in Germany.
Alongside the development of
this future vaccine, the CIGB currently
has more than 50 research and
development projects in areas of
biomedicine, agriculture and animal
health which include human and
veterinary
vaccines,
recombined
proteins for therapeutic use, synthetic
peptides and monoclonal antibodies.
In addition, the prestigious institution
develops diagnostic systems that involve
proteomics and bioinformatics, as well as
the biotechnology of plants, concerning
functional and aquacultural foodstuff.
Among their products, the HeberprotP
stands out as being the only medicine
which treats diabetic foot ulcers through
intralesional infiltration directly from
the wound, which lowers the risk of
amputation of the extremities.

International Dengue Course in Havana
The Pedro Kourí Institute of Tropical
Medicine (IPK in Spanish) in Havana
celebrated once again the International
Dengue Course, a meet created to give
updates and debates concerning the
epidemic situation of this illness and its
regional and world control.
Doctors, virologists, immunologists,
sociologists,
epidemiologists,
and
entomologists along with teachers from
national and international institutions
from at least a dozen countries are taking
part in the fourteenth edition of this course,
from August 10-21 in the emblematic
Havana scientific centre which plays a
transcendental role in vigilance, assistance,
diagnostics and training to confront the
infectious and tropical illnesses in Cuba
and in other countries.
Among the teachers, experts from the
following North American universities
attended: Vanderbilt, John Hopkins,
California, Florida and the School of
Public Health.
On this occasion the event took
place in memory of the Cuban scientist
Carlos Juan Finlay who discovered that
the female mosquito Aedes aegypti is
the agent transmitter of yellow fever. On
August 20 this year the centenary of his
death was commemorated.
Through theoretical and practical
sessions on the course, aspects related
to clinical practice, epidemiology,
virology, immunology, vector control,
risky atmospheric factors, community
participation, research, vaccines, the
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By Manuel B.HUDSON

development of antiviruses, dengue
genetics and new control and vector
tools were discussed, as well as the
influences of climate change and
confronting emergencies.
Also, the advances and results of the
application of the Strategy of Integrated
Management are presented which the
Panamerican Organisation of Health
develops in the region of the Americas to
best confront dengue along with the other
international initiatives.
By the same token, a parallel course
took place about Mathematical Modeling
for the prediction of dengue, a workshop
dedicated to the serious cases of dengue
and three meetings of experts also took

place regarding the strengthening of
vigilance, responding to the outbreaks of
dengue and the integrated use of vectors.
A group of master conferences, round
tables and symposiums revolve around
clinical practice, confronting emergencies,
diagnostics, pathogeny, vaccines, antiviral
drugs, integrated control and other
emerging arboviruses.
In the opening conference of the
course, the first viceminister of Public
Health, Dr. José Ángel Portal Miranda said
that dengue is one of the main health
problems that affects the Americas, and
despite the efforts made to control it,
the Aedes aegypti mosquito, the main
vector of the illness, manages to spread

it by virtue of favorable conditions for
its development.
During the last decades the
incidence of dengue has increased
and it is spread quickly in all regions.
According to the World Organization
of Health, almost half of the world’s
population runs the risk of contracting
this viral illness transmitted by female
mosquitoes, principally Aedes aegypti
and in fewer cases the Aedes albopictus.
Dengue is highly spread in the tropics
above all in the urban and semi-urban
zones with local variations that depend
on precipitation, the temperature and fast
urbanization without planning.
The prevention and control of the
illness is linked to the realization of
effective anti-vectorial methods. The
infection causes flu-like symptoms and on
occasion can be potentially mortal named
serious dengue or hemorrhagic dengue.
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Aquelarre Comedy Festival;
Well Established on the Cuban Cultural Scene

PHOTO: Emilio Herrera

By CossetLAZO

Now in it’s 21st year, The National Aquelarre (Coven)
Comedy Festival has carved out a space within
the Cuban cultural scene and has created
a following with an appetite for what is
staged.
In the view of actor Osvaldo
Doimeadios, the event is a successor
of get-togethers organized at the end
of the 1980’s by Seña de Humor and
comedy acts performed in the Karl
Marx theater by Alejandro Garcia, alias
Virulo.
Doimeadios, an acting graduate from
the Higher Institute of Art and winner of
numerous Cuban Writers and Actors Union
awarded Caricatos prizes, recalls that “back then
we were fewer groups and solo-acts and the comedy
scene was emerging”.
During its two-decade history, the Aquelarre

Festival has presented the public with performances
not only by Havana acts but also from other provinces
such as Caricare from Holguin, Komotu from
Guantanamo and Etcetera and La Leña del Humor
from Villa Clara.
Diomeadios reflected that, despite having become
the single-most important promoter of comedy
in Cuba, the festival is in need of some renovation
regarding, not only those who perform, but also those
who write and direct.
The prestigious actor, who has on various
occasions directed both the opening and closing
nights of the Aquelarre galas, said that the comedy
scene was in need of a shake-up from the perspective
of its structure, staging and narrative and he said that
the time was right to opt for a broader scope and a
new direction, in order to accommodate things not
incorporated to date.
In comments made exclusively to The Havana
Reporter, Diomeadios added that Cuban
comedy had inherited a lot from the
comic theater and vernacular of
earlier centuries and consequently
mockery and a sense of parody
are seldom absent from comedy
acts.
He also said that, even
though Cuban mannerisms had
been captured, acts were open
to new content, personalities and
styles because reality is always a far
richer source of material than fiction.
During an August of suffocating
temperatures that threatened to break
records, the 21st National Comedy Festival offered
some refreshing relief on capitol city stages.
Theaters such as the Karl Marx, the Nacional, the

Bertolt Brech Cultural Center and the Raquel Revuelta
and Adolfo Llaurado halls hosted shows starring the
veterans and the vanguard of Cuban comedy.
Tribute was paid during Aquelarre 2015 to the
legacy of renowned Cuban actor Carlos Ruiz de la
Tejera, who passed away on July 3 this year. His acting
style was rewarded with prizes on stages around the
world and ensured his place as master of many an
acting generation. He is remembered for his cinematic
roles in the renowned director Tomas Gutierrez Alea’s
The Death of a Bureaucrat and The Twelve Chairs.

A theoretical event entitled “And do you think
about comedy?” was held in conjunction with the
festival, the principal offering of which was the
premiere of a conversational style documentary
recreating the greatness and talent of 2006 National
Comedy Prize winner, Ruiz de la Tejera.
The event also combined with the Saturday Book
space, held weekly in Old Havana’s Plaza de las Armas
with the presentation of “Cari Care in Clave de 12” by
Onelio Escalona, marking the twenty-year existence
of the Caricare comedy group.

CULTURE
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Art in the Rampa, A Cuban Summer Special

HAVANA._ Summertime in the Cuban capital offers a variety
of events, something to satisfy the increasingly discerning
tastes of Cuban and foreign visitors alike.
Amid the broad array of choices is the “Arte en la Rampa”
(Art in the Rampa) craft fair organized by the Cuban Cultural
Assets Fund(FCBC in Spanish) and the Hermanos Saíz
association,in which a range of different institutions of music,
publishers and cinema take part as well as those from the
Ministry of Culture.
Open in the Pabellón Cuba (Cuba Pavilion) from
July last month until September 13th, the fair reaffirms
its relevance with spaces dedicated to trova, jazz and
traditional improvisation.
Arte en la Rampa also hosts concerts, audiovisual events,
multimedia, magazine and book presentations, and finally
workshops for our youngest family members.
Located close to the Havana Malecón, the fair comprises
more than one hundred stalls, offering customers amongst
other delights, quality textile craft products, footwear,
craftsmanship in precious metals, natural fiber, pottery and
furniture products.
Event committee organizer Rosabel Valdes, told the
Havana Reporter that “we always endeavor to have something
new at the fair to motivate the public to attend”.
She said that it was with this in mind that every year it
is ensured that artisans exhibit new and affordable products
for their loyal customers.
Valdes, also an FCBC National Craft Center expert, added
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By ReinaMAGDARIAGA

that in this 16th edition of the fair, a space entitled
“Dance Thursday” had been opened involving
groups such as the internationally renowned Lizt
Alonso Ballet.
“We, the organizers, work to ensure that the public
are offered a very attractive program with activities
of every taste in one place in the capital city”.
She said that it was to their delight that the 2015
fair had welcomed an increased number of both
domestic and multinational visitors.
“Even though Pabellón Cuba is indeed a little
small for Arte en la Rampa, due to its geographic
location and its capacity to host a range of events in
one single place it is still an ideal venue for the fair”.
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ENTERTAINMENT& LISTINGS

THEATER
MUSIC
*Note: theater companies are in
parentheses

Anfiteatro del Centro
Histórico.
Avenida del Puerto e/ Cuba
y Peña Pobre. Habana Vieja.
Tel: 7 863-9464. Sat. Aug. 22,
29. Sun. 23, 30 (9 pm): Musical
Aladdin. Directed by: Alfonso
Menéndez.

GETTING
(THR is not responsible for any changes made by sponsoring organizations)

By MaylínZALDIVAR
thr@prensa-latina.cu

RECOMMENDS

Bertolt Brecht.

• Charanga
Habanera
(popular dance
music) at Teatro
Karl Marx.
Sala Adorlfo Llauradó

Sala El Sótano

MUSIC

MUSIC

Jardines del Teatro Mella

Casa de Artes y Tradiciones
Chinas
Calle Salud e/ Gervasio y
Escobar. Centro Habana. Tel: 7
860-9976. Sat. Aug. 15 (3 pm):
Performance by Ariel Mok and
his vocal group Descendiente.

Casa Victor Hugo
Calle O’Reilly e/ Habana y
Aguiar. Habana Vieja. Tel: 7
866 7591. Mon. Aug. 31 (5 pm):
Musical gathering with the Cáliz
duo, put together by Manuel
Molina (Guitarist) and Vicente
Monterrey (clarinetist)

Fábrica de Arte Cubano
Línea entre A y B. Vedado. Tel: 7
833-8696. Thu. Aug. 20 (5 pm):
KIALO band (alternative music).
Wed. 26 (5 pm): Zule Guerra and
Blues de Habana perform.

Café Miramar
Calle 13 esq. I, Vedado. Tel:
7 832-9359. Café Teatro. Sat. Aug.
22, 29 and Sun. 23, 30 (8:30 pm):
Las mariposas saltan al vacío
(The butterflies take flight) by
(Pequeño Teatro de La Habana)
Sala Tito Junco. Fri. 21, 28, Sat.
22, 29 (8:30 pm) and Sun23, 30
(5 pm): Anestesia by (Teatro de
la Luna).

Teatro Raquel Revuelta

Calle 5ta y 96. Playa. Tel: 7
203-7676. Sat. Aug. 22, 29 (6
pm): Raúl Torres and his group
(trova).

Teatro Karl Marx
Calle 11 entre D y E. Vedado. Tel:
7 832-5373. Fri. Aug. 21, 28, Sat.
22, 29 (8:30 pm) and Sun. 23,
30 (5 pm): El señor Mermelada
(Mr. Marmalade) by (Extravagan
Teatro).

Sala Hubert De Blanck

K e/ 25 y 27. Vedado. Plaza de
la Revolución. Tel: 7 832-0630.
Tue. Aug. 18, 25, Wed. 19, 26 and
Thu, 20, 27 (6 pm): La pasión
desobediente (Disobedient
passion) by (Utopía). Fri. 21, 28,
Sat. 22, 29 (8:30 pm) and Sun.
23, 30 (5 pm): Emigrados (The
Emigrants) by (Compañía El
Cuartel)

Teatro Guiñol
Calle M e/ 17 y 19. Vedado.Tel: 7
832-6262. Fri. Aug. 21 (5 pm) and
Sat. 22 and Sun. 23 (11 am and
5 pm): Caminantes de Teatro
Tuyo (Travelers of your theater),
Artistic Director: Ernesto Parra.

Sala Teatro Hubert de
Blank
Línea esquina a B. Vedado. Plaza
de la Revolución. Tel: 7 833-0225.
Sala Raquel Revuelta. Fri. Aug.
21, 29, Sat. 22, 29 and Sun. 23, 30
(8:30 pm): Nuestra Señora de las
nubes (Our lady of the clouds)
by (Teatro D´ Dos). Sala Osvaldo
Dragún. Fri. Aug. 21, 28, Sat. 22,
29 and Sun. 23, 30 (7 pm): El
sexo, ese desconocido (Sex, that
stranger) by (Maniobras Teatro).

Calzada e/ A y B. Vedado. Tel: 7
830-1011. Sun. Aug. 23, 30 (11
am): La Muñeca Negra (The
black doll) by (Hubert de Blank)

Calzada e/ A y B. Vedado. Tel: 7
830-1011. Fri. Aug. 21. 28, Sat.
22, 29 (8:30 pm) and Sun. 23,
30 (5 pm): El deseo (Desire) by
(Compañía Hubert de Blanck).

Calle 26 e/ 11 y 13. Vedado.
Tel: 7 838-2260. Wed. Aug. 12,
19, 26 (8 pm): Musical sessions
with DJs, projections of films,
international and national
music videos, performances, etc.

Teatro de La Villa

Salón Rosado de la
Tropical Benny Moré

Desamparado esquina a Dr.
Mora. Guanabacoa. Tel: 7 7977984.Thu. Aug. 20, 27 and Fri. 21,
28 (3 pm): Papito by (Teatro de
la Villa)

Calle 41, e/ 44 y 46. Playa. Tel:
7 206- 4799. Sun. 23 (8 pm):
Festival de la Afrocubanía en
Cuba. Sat. 22 (9 pm): Decemer
Bueno (musical fusion)

Calle 1ra, e/ 8 y 10. Playa.
Miramar Tel: 7 209-1991. Fri.
Aug. 28 and Sat. 29 (8:30 pm):
Charanga Habanera (popular
dance music).

ENTERTAINMENT& LISTINGS

AROUND

MUSEUMS
AND
MUSEUMS
AND GALLERIES
GALLERIES

Casa Oswaldo
Guayasamín.

Museo Castillo de La Real
Fuerza.

Farmacia Habanera

Sauce

Teniente Rey e/ Habana y
Compostela. Habana Vieja. Tel:
7 866- 7556. Throughout Aug:
Lo que nos dicen sus cartelas
expositions display bottles
with old medical inscriptions;
ceramic bottles with labels
which boast figurative
decoration of animals that
remind us of Greek mythology.
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DANCE
DANCE

Teatro Nacional de Cuba

Museo de Naipes
Calle Muralla e Inquisidor, Plaza
Vieja, La Habana Vieja. Tel: 7
860-1534. Throughout Aug. Card
exhibit “Rincones de América”
(America’s Spots).

Casa Asia

Calle 9na e/ 120 y 130,
Cubanacán. Playa. Tel: 72047114. Sun. Aug. 23, 30 (5 pm):
Luis Alberto García and Frank
Delgado perform.

Café Miramar

Calle O’Reilly e/ Avenida del
Puerto y Tacón. La Habana
Vieja. Tel: 7 864-4490. Until
Sep. 30: Exhibit “Modelismo en
acción IV” (Model-making in
Action 4) by students from José
Martí Secondary School in Old
Havana.

Casa Museo del Tabaco
(Cigar Museum)
Calle Mercaderes e/ Obrapía y
Obispo. Habana Vieja. Tel: 78615795. Sun. Aug. 16 (10 am):
Exhibition of books dealing with
the history and culture of cigar
growing.

Museo Numismático
Calle Obispo e/ Aguiar y
Habana. Habana Vieja. Tel: 7
861- 5811. Wed. Aug. 19 (3 pm):
Inauguration of the Colecciones
numismáticas del Vaticano
(Numismatic collections of
the Vatican) exposition. The
attending public can appreciate
collections of medals from the
Vatican state from the 20th
century until the present day,
with images of the Supreme
Pontiffs who occupied the Holy
See during this period; as well as
being able to get to know their
current circulation.

Obrapía e/ Oficios y Mercaderes.
Habana Vieja. Tel: 7 861-3843.
Throughout Aug: Exhibition
of baskets of vegetable fiber
that belong to the indigenous
community of the Eperaara
Siapedaara nationality with
approximately 400 habitants.
The women grow totora and
chacolillo, materials which
provide the fiber for the
manufacture of the baskets.
The women are also in charge
of elaborating the baskets
which have utilitarian and
commercial purposes. The fibers
are intertwined using cords
and create a magnificent style
giving the baskets various uses.

Casa Simón Bolívar
Mercaderes e/ Obrapía y
Lamparilla. Habana Vieja. Tel:
7 861- 3778. Throughout Aug:
Graphic exposition of the
Jamaican Letter 1815 in large
format, a political document
of transcendental importance,
written by Simón Bolívar on
September 6, 1815. Throughout
Aug: Venezuela exposition
that forms part of El arte en los
museos etnográficos.

Calle 5ta y 96. Miramar Tel: 7
203-7676. Fri. Aug. 22, 29 (5
pm): Cesar López (Saxophonist,
arranger and composer) y
Habana Ensemble (Latin Jazz
and popular Cuban music)

Club Barbaram-Pepito ‘s

Loma y 39. Plaza de la
Revolución. Tel: 7 878-5590.
Sala Avellaneda. Sat. Aug. 15,
and Sun. 16 (11 am): Ballet Lizt
Alfonso. Talleres de verano
(Summer workshops) . Dirección
Artística: Lizt Alfonso.Sala
Covarrubias. Fri. 21, 28, Sat. 22, 29
(8:30 pm) and Sun. 23, 30 (5 pm)
La otra rumba de Papá Montero
( Daddy Montero’s other rumba)
by (Compañía de Danzas
Tradicionales de Cuba JJ).

Centro de la Danza
Prado e/ Genios y Refugio.
Habana Vieja. Tel: 7 863- 9131.
Sat. Aug. 22 (5 pm): La danza y
sus estilos (Dance and its styles)
presents the folkloric company
Raíces Profundas (Deep Roots)
with the show Un beso de
mi Habana (A kiss from my
Havana).

14th International
Summer Circus
Festival,

Mercaderes e/ Obrapía y
Obispo. Habana Veja. Tel: 7
863- 9740. Throughout Aug:
Exhibit “Asia en la plástica
cubana contemporánea” (Asia in
Contemporary Cuban Painting).

“Circuba 2015,”
Havana,
Until September 7

NIGHTCLUBS
NIGHTCLUBS
& CABARETS&
CABARETS

Centro Cultural Fresa Y
Chocolate
Calle 23 e/ 10 y 12. Vedado.
Tel: 7 836 2096. Sun. Aug. 23,
30 (7 pm): Aceituna sin Hueso)
(fusion- flamenco). Sat. 22, 29 (7
pm): Leo Vera (bolerista)

Bar
Calle 26 e/ Avenida Zoológico
y 47, Nuevo Vedado. Tel: 78811808.Thu. Aug. 13, 20, 27 (5 pm):
Los Francos (rock music). Sat.
22 (5 pm): Yaima Sáez (boleros,
balads, son y popular song)
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120 Years of Lecuona: An Unmissable Figure in Cuban Music
By MarthaSÁNCHEZ

PHOTO: FERVAL

The piece ‚Impromptu
Lecuona‘ performed by
dancers from the Cuba
National Ballet

HAVANA._ If we measured the importance
of a person’s work by its durability
throughout the years, 120 years of
anniversaries of the extraordinary Cuban
pianist and composer Ernesto Lecuona
are more than enough to reaffirm the
stamp he left.
The critic defines him as the biggest
Cuban musician, and his career really did
leave a mark on the history of music in
Cuba and still inspires creators of artistic
works in different countries.
His sister Ernestina and the famous
Joaquín Nin were his main influences at
the beginning, but we should recognize
Lecuona as being a prodigee as he gave
his first recital at only 5 years of age
and he composed his first concert band
piece at 13 years old.
Along with Gonzalo Roig and
Rodrigo Prats, he forms part of the
most important trilogy of Cuban Lyrical
Theatre composers and in particular
of Zarzuela, to which he contributed in
terms of style.
Among his works within this
genre, the following stand out: Canto
Siboney ( The Song of Siboney),
Lola Cruz, Diablos y Fantasias
(Devils and Fantasies), El Batey ( The
Outbuildings) El Cafetal ( The Coffee
Tree), La Flor del Sitio ( The Flower
of the Place), Tierra de Venus ( The
Land of Venus), Rosa la China (Rosa
the Chinese Woman) and the popular
Maria la O, which has been performed
in Cuba, Spain and Mexico.
Some
themes
like
Damisela
Encantadora (The Charming Young
Lady), belonging to the zarzuela Lola
Cruz, and the songs La malagueña (The
Woman from Malaga) and La comparsa
(The Troupe) form part of the cultural
heritage of the 20th century in Cuba.
Indeed he composed La comparsa at
the age of 17, one year after graduating
from the National Conservatoire
in Havana with a gold medal in
performance and it continues to be one

of the most covered Cuban compositions
in the world, from jazz to salsa, to pop
and other genres.
Not many are aware that Lecuona
introduced the first Latin orchestra in the
United States: the Cuban Lecuona Boys,
and their song Siempre en mi corazón
(Always in my Heart) was nominated for
an Oscar in 1942.
Various compositions of this musician
form part of movie soundtracks of megaindustry Hollywood movies like Warner
Bros, 20th Century Fox and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, as well as movies from
Argentina, Mexico, Cuba and even China.
The most renowned Cuban feature
movie Fresa y chocolate (Strawberry and
chocolate) by Tomás Gutiérrez Alea uses
Lecuona’s music, as does the amazing
movie 2046, directed in 2004 by the
Chinese Wong Kar-wai.
Within dance, as well as the works
inspired by the Cubans Alicia Alonso and
Alberto Méndez, possibly the biggest
tribute was paid by the Brazilian group
Corpos, when in 1994, their directors
and choreographers, the brothers Paulo
and Rodrigo Perneiras came up with the
Lecuona show, with 13 songs of his.
The show toured the world with
themes like Te he visto pasar (I’ve seen
you go by) Mariposa (Butterfly), No es
por ti (It’s Not Because of You) and Se fue
(He/she left), connected with a delicious
quality of movement: plastic, soft,
elegant, agile, languid, depending on the
tone, brilliant in all senses.
Lecuona died on November 29, 1963
in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands,
where he had traveled on holiday to get
to know his father’s birth land and he is
buried in Gate of heaven cemetery, New
York because he had emigrated to the
United States in 1960.
In Cuba on his120th anniversary, there
still remains the taste of a debt of his
personality and works which little by little
will be paid off because his talent wins out;
his importance is more than demonstrated.

PHOTO FEATURE

A Dive into
Neptune’s
Garden
Text and Photod By RobertoCAMPOS

Around the world there are many who take advantage
of their holidays and weekend recreation time to go
diving. Cuba is no stranger to this pastime and there is
increasing interest and options for tourists in the activity.
So much so, that many Canadians and Europeans
now choose to go diving during their trips to Cuba
which, thanks to it’s geographical location, could soon
be one of the principal Caribbean locations for this
type of tourism.
A Cuban Tourism Ministry report indicates that there
are presently more than 500 well studied diving sites
around the island, incorporating underwater seascapes,
exotic corners, caves, vertical walls and tunnels.
Divers can enjoy cliffs and canals ideal for both
day and night diving. Sunken Spanish fleet vessels
with undiscovered secrets rank amongst the most
preferred sites.
Those in the know particularly recommend diving

sites on the Isle of Youth and Cayo Largo, Maria de la
Gorda in the province of Pinar del Rio, the coastline north
of Havana, and the artificial underwater park at Varadero.
For cave diving they also suggest the Zapata
Peninsula, and the waters off Cienfuegos where 6m high
Notre Dame coral is found in places.
There are also exceptional dive sites, featuring
important wrecks in eastern Santiago de Cuba, the
northern coast of Camaguey, Holguin and Jardines
del Rey (the King’s Gardens) and Cayo Coco and
Cayo Guillermo resorts to the north of the Ciego de
Avila province.
Divers can also relish the excellent visibility
offered by crystal clear Caribbean waters close to the
villa of Trinidad.
For those with a taste for something more
adventurous, the Queen’s Gardens, a marine sanctuary
also off Cuba’s southern coast, will satisfy their appetite.
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Haitian Elections Marred By Apathy and Violence
HAVANA._ In what was to
have been a demonstration
of political stability, the first
round of elections in Haiti,
already delayed by four years,
were marked by popular
apathy and violence between
rival parties.
The second round is
scheduled
for
October
25,the same day as the
general elections for the
French speaking nation’s
new president, and 1,14
local representatives and
assembly members.
The crisis between the
Executive and the opposition
had impeded the holding
of elections since Michel
Mertelly
was
elected
presidency in 2011, until the
Parliament was eventually
dissolved and elections called
last January.
The
process,
costing
38,000,000 dollars, which for
the most part was contributed
by the U.S, the European
Union, Brazil and Japan set
1,853 candidates from more
than 100 political parties
against each other for National
Assembly seats.
The Provisional Electoral
Council (CEP) registered 5.8
million voters to elect 20

senators and 119 deputies, but
as had been expected, there
was a low voter turnout.
Many polls and analysts
had cautioned weeks before
about the Haitian lack of
interest, which they attributed

to economic problems, the
avalanche of candidates, poor
campaign standards and the
plague of
violent incidents that left 5
dead and at least 36 seriously
injured.

To
ensure
successful
and peaceful elections, the
authorities had deployed
9,000 police officers and had
introduced a range of traffic
restrictions. They prohibited
the sale of alcoholic drinks, the
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By Yolaidy Martínez

carrying of firearms and the
opening of recreation centers.
The CEP also issued
guarantees regarding the
organization of the polls, the
training of officials, polling
station security, and the low
probability of fraud because
of the use of ultra-modern
high-tech cards.
Nevertheless, there were
complaints
throughout
the day about technical
difficulties at polling stations,
tensions
between
the
political parties and street
disturbances.
1,500 members of the
institution who supervised
voting
nationwide
experienced
problems
arising from flawed observer
accreditation
distribution,
the presence of unauthorized
personnel within polling
stations and obvious displays
of favoritism to some of the
political parties.
In spite of such drawbacks
the Government, the CEP,
international observers and
even the United Nations
Organization (U.N.) declared
their satisfaction with the
electoral process and offered
their congratulations to the
Haitian people.

Historical Treasures of the Panama Canal
PANAMA._ Floating symbols and archaeological
treasures unearthed during the extension of the
Panama Canal, are today attested to a century of
history created by the hands of African, Chinese and
Caribbean immigrants.
The 77km long wonder of the engineering world,
that crosses Panama at its most slender point, is the
shortest maritime route between the Caribbean Sea
and the Pacific Ocean.
The waters of the canal, fed by the Chagres Basin,
shine a light on not only relics of the French and U.S.
presence, but also on the passing of time itself, seen
since the inauguration of the spectacular work on the
August 15, 1914.
Since then people and stories that transcend both
time and space have, whilst stimulating trade and
economic exchanges between far flung corners of the
globe, brought this place to life.
THE STORY OF A GIANT FLOATING CRANE
Right alongside the Miraflores Locks at the very
heart of the Panama Canal, a giant symbol of Adolf
Hitler’s fascist Germany, the Titan crane, looms like an
unrivaled witness to history.
Built to provide support for the Third Reich’s Navy
in the conflict zone in 1941 at the height of World
War 1, the 5,000 ton platform with a height of 112m

still astounds those who navigate this century old
waterway.
Although now more than seventy years old and
confined by it’s enormity to a smaller zone, Titan still
stands and is operating as it did on day one.
According to her captain, Braulio Giron, Panama Canal
Authority Crane Operations Chief, the size of this mass
of iron is such that it cannot pass under the Americas
Bridge and just barely manages to pass under the
Centenario.
The floating symbol, whose future beyond the year
2025 that authorities have set to replace it is uncertain,
would also become trapped under the new bridge the
crosses the Canal on the Atlantic coast.
Despite its 74-year history, being the oldest crane
that operates on the Canal, at 100% of its 350 metric
ton capacity, the time to consider a substitute is
approaching.
This has led many to wonder what will become of the
emblematic floating plant, although her captain thinks
she might simply be left anchored at the northern port
of Colon, as her predecessor Hercules was, “without
any suitors interested in buying or putting her to use”.
ARCHEOLOGICAL TREASURES
Buried by time and lost within the dense tropical jungle
surroundings of the Panama Canal estuary shores,

more than two thousand pieces of archeological
interest – from every era of local history -- have been
unearthed by excavations undertaken as part of the
waterway extension project.
An iron bridge dating back to a failed French XIX
century attempt to construct a canal, tunnels, drains
and a dam structure -- all remnants of the old transisthmian railroad -- stand out amongst the pieces
hidden in the vegetation.
In addition to the remains of buildings of such
historical significance, are notable ceramics, dish
fragments, stone tools such as knives and axes, mortar
grenades, cannon balls and train wagons used during
the initial Canal excavations.
A one hundred year old refuse incinerator, U.S. army
built defense trenches from 1913 and 1914, a 1903
Springfield rifle and a stone crushing plant for the
manufacture of cement were also uncovered.
According to the Canal Authority’s environmental
specialist, Zuleika Mojica and archaeologist Tomas
Mendizabal, responsible for field investigations,
pieces date from 1,000 years BC to pre-Columbus and
colonial eras, the U.S. occupation and republican eras.
Mendizabal assured that “there are materials from
every known period of the country’s history”, citing
the example of a collection of some 500 bottles of
soda, juice, medicine, milk and other bottles that will
be true treasures in 100 years time”.
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U.N Body States Blockade Stunts Cuban Economic Growth
SANTIAGO DE CHILE_ Alicia Bárcena,
Economic Commission for Latin America
and the Caribbean (ECLAC) executive
secretary, is a straight-talking woman,
and when she outlines the regional
panorama, attention is inevitably drawn
to Cuban related issues.
During a recent brief review here
of the Latin American and Caribbean
situation, she said that Cuba has taken
very interesting steps in order to drive
its economic development, but the
U.S Blockade has undoubtedly been a
tremendous obstacle.
The Mexican diplomat, who assumed
the leading ECLAC role in 2008 said
that against the backdrop of a global
economic slowdown, he has found a
glimmer of hope within some countries
with responsible fiscal conduct, like Cuba.
In response to a question asked by
The Havana Reporter on the significance
of the progress, she replied that
“the Blockade still represents a very
significant obstacle”.
She outlined in her analysis that “the
truth is that Blockade means greater
financial costs”.
Bárcena explained that ECLAC
approximated in a report compiled for
the U.N. General Assembly that by 2014,
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the Blockade had cost Cuba 117 billion
dollars. She described these as being very
severe losses for a relatively small country.
ECLAC’s
highest
official
acknowledged the easing of some

travel restrictions, but said that this was
essentially a very complex issue.
Expressing a view that “with the new
Mariel port in operation, we remain
confident that there will be much more

activity in 11 key sectors set to attract
foreign investment, such as agri-food,
bio-chemical, renewable energies and
construction”, and she too said that
internal Cuban economic and legal
transformations were certain to bear fruit.
In addition, she referred to forecasts
for an economic growth rate of 4%
this year, a dynamic that has surpassed
initial expectations.
This is in the context of an average
expansion rate of 0.5% for Latin
American and Caribbean nations.
With the slowdown being indeed
a generalized phenomenon in the
region, the ECLAC organization forecast
heterogeneous expansion between
sub-regions and countries, with South
America contracting by a projected 0.4%,
Central America and Mexico growing by
2.8% and the Caribbean by 1.7%.
Panama is in pole position in the
regional stakes with a high 6%, followed
by Antigua and Barbados with 5.4% and
Nicaragua and the Dominican Republic,
both with rates of 4,8%.
Bárcena
applauded
Cuban
Government efforts to stimulate
economic growth and welcomed the
figure of 4%, which ranks amongst the
region’s best for 2015.

We are more than a travel magazine...
Cubaplus is available
in 134 point of sales
located in hotels in
Havana and Varadero,
at International Airports
and Holguin's Telecorreos
as well as in the bookstores
of Casa de las Americas.

www.cubaplusmagazine.com

To subscribe please contact :
Gerencia editorial Prensa Latina
Email: gerenciaeditorial@cl.prensa-latina.cu
Telf. 7833 2279
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Fitomas-M: Firm Friend of Sugar
Cane Growers
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By RobertoSALOMÓN
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The six trials carried out in diverse
areas of sugar cane belonging to the
Motzorongo refinery, confirmed an
enhanced agricultural performance
induced by the product and its low
or non existent physiological and

HAVANA.- Fitomas-M, a sugar cane
ripener developed in Cuba, used to
accelerate the ripening process, is today
a firm friend of those cultivating this
crop and according to experts here in
the capital, it contributes to increased
sugar yields per area.
Notable benefits of the product
were reported in sugar mills in Cuba,
Mexico and Uruguay, where it had been
applied experimentally.
Ripeners are very frequently used
in cane fields because of their ability
to induce physiological changes in the
grass and induce sugar accumulation
without seriously affecting production.
They are used to accelerate the
cane sucrose ripening process and
time the harvesting of the raw material
in accordance with the mill’s refining
schedule, which results in enhanced
industrial performance.
Luis Galves, director of the Cuban
Institute of Sugar Cane Derivatives
(ICDICA in Spanish) that developed
Fitomas-M, told The Havana Reporter
that the majority of such products
in use around the world are
chemical compositions and carry
the troublesome risk of harming the
plantation and wider environment
through defoliation or desiccation.
The director explained that “unlike

chemical alternatives, ours is a natural
product with a positive ecological impact”.
Galves added that because of its
nature, it reduces spillage and water
source contamination risks, in addition
to not being harmful to insect life and
biodiversity in general.
On the basis of the favorable trial
results, the Azcuba sugar group, to
which ICIDEA belongs, decided to
employ it in each of their provincial
companies for the 2014/15 harvest,
resulting in reduced production costs.
It also produced a yield of more
than 22,000 tons, increasing the
evaluated indicators, among them
being Brix, purity, maturity and
industrial performance.
On learning about the benefits of
Fitiomas-M, Mexican and Uruguyan
sugar producers with links to Cuba
through ICIDEA and the National
Institute for Sugar Cane Research
(INICA in Spanish) expressed an interest
in testing it for the harvest of the cane
plantations of their respective mills.
According to the INICA experts
who oversaw the experiment and
the management of the Motzorongo
and Alur refineries in Mexico and
Uruguay respectively, its application
produced better results than similar
commercial products.

environmental impact.
In comparison to a frequently
applied standard product in Uruguay,
Fitomas-M also produced good
results in the cane plantations of the
Alur mill.
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Cuban Athletes: Para Pan-American
Gold Rush
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By AdriánMENGANA

With a tally of 5 gold medals
between them, Stellar sprinters Omara
Durand and Yunidis Castillo were
Cuba‘s brightest stars at the Toronto
Para Pan-American Games.
Durand took the 100, 200 and
400m gold in the T-12 (weak vision)
breaking world records in the first two
categories, and Castillo, a five time
Paralympic champion, triumphed in
the T-46 (physical disability) double
hectometer and 100m.
Although
the
first
shined
particularly brightly because of her
records, both reclaimed titles they
had taken at the previous games in
Guadalajara-2011.

In the shortest distance race,
Durand broke the standing record
in the qualifiers with a time of 11.65
seconds and her time of 23.87 in the
200m semifinals exceeded her 24.24
record set during the 2011 Christchurch
World Championships record.
Durand said in comments to the
press that “We are children of a system
that does not discriminate against
any form of disability; in my own
case I attended a special school for
the visually impaired and discovered
sport which further integrated me into
society”.
Cuba’s first athletics gold at the
games, won by Leinier Savon in the

hectometer T-46, was made in a world
record time of 10.61 seconds, but due to
strong winds in York stadium it was not
officially recognized.
Despite not breaking the 10.66 record
set in Bologna, Italy by Elchin Muradov in
2010, the athlete showed great promise.
In field events, the Cuban Leonardo
won three medals in the F-56 wheelchair
category with a gold in the discus, silver in
the javelin and bronze in the shot-put.
The paralympic monarch of Beijing-2008,
London-2012, and Chrischurch-2011 and
Lyon-2013 World champion matched his
previous Guadalajara performance.
Another outstanding figure of the Cuban
delegation was Loren Perez,S-16 physical
disability triple medal winner in swimming,
having taken gold in both the 100m and
400m, and silver in the 50m freestyle.
Perez set a world record in the 100m
freestyle with a time of 1.04.60 minutes,
breaking the 1.05.45 time set in 2009
by Sweden’s Anders Olsson in Reykjavik,
Iceland.

Perez beat Colombian Nelson Crispin,
recently crowned in Glasgow-2015 who
now, despite bringing his American record
time down by 43 hundredths of a second to
1.06.60, came in second.
This took something of the sting out
of coming second in his 50m race; despite
setting a personal best lower than the
London-2012 Paralympic silver time.

Cuban Ladies Also Play Football
The soaring interest in football in Cuba does not
discriminate sexually, women here enjoy and play “the
beautiful game” and dare to dream of Olympic or World
Cup glory...or at the very least of a crowd turning up to
watch them play.
In fact, a Cuban ladies football game very rarely
attracts even 100 fans, something taken by the national
team – of a game practiced by women in Cuba for more
than 6 decades -- to be just another obstacle to overcome.
On the June 8, 1951, the old La Tropical stadium in
Havana played host to the first women‘s football match
in Cuba between Deportivo Cuba and La Habana, a
training game that ended in a 1-1 draw. Despite the
years that have passed, not many female football stars
have fallen from the sky, partly because this has always
been a game for men...
If at all, young and adolescent girls only ever kicked
a ball in a variation of baseball colloquially called
“quiquinbol”,in which bats were feet. Sometimes, although
only at the most junior levels, agile and daring girls with
fancy foot-work might be tolerated by the boys.
With a development project that incorporated the
game into the educational curriculum and inter-school,
juvenile and senior level championships towards the
end of the 1990s, women‘s football began to make a
gradual comeback. One of the game’s best champions,
Jose Luis Eleialde, has always believed in its potential.
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For example, some of the best players in the squad
that are now competing for a ticket to Rio-2016 Olympics,

such as defender Yairelis Mena, winger Roxana Gala, and
forward Ollancy Arrebato, have come up through the
juvenile ranks, forming part of a whole characterized for
its offensive style and momentum.
Nevertheless, the Cuban best is yet to come when
the generation born as the 20th century drew to a close
enter the Sporting Initiation Schools at younger ages
that favor the integral development of footballing skills.
As is the case with almost all sporting disciplines, the
earlier you start the better.
The girls will still have a long and torturous path to
tread. Aside from a lack of resources and top level pitches
is the shortage of international games and competitions.
The lack of suitable rivals means that they must play to
empty terraces on ploughed up pitches against teams
of boys between the ages of 14 and 15.Even so, the
women’s football team ranking, at 98th in the word, is
better than their masculine counterparts at 119th.
The arrangement to play at home against the
Dominican Republic, in preparation for official games
against Guyana and Saint Kitts and Nevis in the
Caribbean eliminators for Rio-2016, was a step in the
right direction.
More important than the result is that this at last
represents incorporation into the Confederation of North,
Central American and Caribbean (CONCACAF) games
against countries where football is the national sport.
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The visit by Secretary of State, John Kerry, to Havana
on August 14 to preside over the official opening
of the North American Embassy, signaled the
commencement of a new era in Cuba-U.S relations.
The very presence of the U.S. diplomatic chief in
Cuba provoked a widespread wave of speculation,
and marks a turning point in the process of the
normalization of bilateral ties, but above all the visit
afforded both sides an opportunity to define what
steps will next be taken to consolidate the process.
There have been various strands of opinion
expressed in international press coverage over recent
days, one of which is that this is the manner in which
an era of animosity between the two nations has
come to an end.
Kerry, the first such senior ranking official to visit
the Caribbean island since 1945, qualified this by
stating that “our people are neither rivals or enemies,
but neighbors”.
Another question that is the subject of debate is
whether this point in bilateral ties and progress likely
to be made over the course of the coming months,
could be undermined by a future president of the U.S.
Kerry dismissed the possibility by commenting that
he could not envisage another president, republican
or democrat, undoing everything done to get to this
point, because for the past 54 years Washington’s
policies have failed.
There is opposition amongst those in U.S.
conservative ranks, some of whom, such as senator
Marco Rubio – one of 17 candidates for the republican
2016 presidential campaign nomination - immediately
took to the public pulpit.
This politician, of Cuban origin, threatened that if
elected to be president, he would revert the process.
This may not prove such an easy task given that he has
the support of only 4% of the party.
His declaration is inconsistent with the views
of those who elected him and party colleagues on
Capitol Hill, a majority of which favor ties with Havana.
What is certain and recognized by both Cuban and
U.S. authorities is that both have, as sovereign nations,

undertaken a new direction in their ties, and in spite of
differences that separate them, propose to peacefully
coexist.
However, as President Barack Obama said in his
speech on December 17, 2014, Washington is merely
prioritizing new mechanisms to achieve its goals in
Cuba, a point Kerry reiterated in Havana in asking
for “real democracy” – according to U.S norms – for
Cubans.
In this regard, Cuban Foreign Minister, Bruno
Rodriguez said on December 14 that Cuba has an
exemplary record in respecting human rights and he
categorically rejected any attempt at interference in
the internal affairs of his country.
Meanwhile, Cuba is demanding that the U.S.
return lands illegally occupied for the Guantanamo

naval base, that they cease illegal radio and television
broadcasts, and discontinue subversive plans for
which Congress approves millions of dollars annually.
To address these and other outstanding matters,
both governments have decided to establish a
bilateral commission that will start working next
September.
Kerry indicated that one of the issues to be
addressed is compensation for North American
companies nationalized after the triumph of the
Revolution, something Havana has said it is willing to
explore.
The success the two countries can achieve in
committing to these next steps will tell to what
extent their relationship – unilaterally fractured by
Washington in January 1961 – has really improved.

